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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW:   BERNHARD LANGER     
May 17, 2017 
 

 

Q.  Bernhard Langer, defending champion at the Regions Tradition.  Let's go back to 

THE PLAYERS Championship first before we speak to that.  Tough course, tough 

track.  Give me your thoughts on how you kind of played.  You started very fast.  

There were some changes on the course, too.  Give some thoughts on how you 

performed there and your thoughts on the course.   

 

BERNHARD LANGER:  Yeah, I liked all the changes.  I thought they were pretty good.  No. 

12 will probably get tweaked a little more here and there.  I think the left side is maybe a little 

too severe, and there's talk that they might move the fairway bunker to the right and lay up 

between the water and the bunker, which would be a tough layup, or harder anyways.  So 

I'm sure they'll put their heads together and figure something out.  Most of the changes were 

terrific.  The course was lengthened a little bit as well, especially 15, I believe, and 7.  The 

lake between 6 and 7, that's a nice feature now.   

 

The biggest difference to me was the firmness of the greens because they were relaid or 

re-grassed, so the first year the greens are pretty firm and hard and that probably drove the 

scores up.  Any shot into the green was a little bit harder, couldn't spin it as much.  Even 

bunker shots, chip shots, shots out of the rough just wouldn't stop like they used to and that 

drives the scores up.  

 

My game?  Started off very well.  I teed off on No. 10 on Thursday and got it to 3 under.  I 

was playing very well, really well, and did everything pretty good.  Missed a couple of birdie 

opportunities early but made it a few later.  Then made two bogeys coming in.  Bogeyed 

No. 8 after a beautiful shot, it just didn't stop hitting the green, rolled into the back bunker.  

That's how that course gets you.  If you're a little bit out of position or out of place, it's going 

to grab you. 

 

And then Friday, had some really bad breaks.  Didn't play as well and just couldn't get 

anything going.  My first birdie didn't come until the 16th and it was a little bit late.  I had a 

pot bunker shot lie on No. 8, couldn't even get it out of the bunker.  And another one on 4 

that just kicked really horribly and made bogey and things like that.  The course can be very 

punishing.  You have to hit really good shots to get rewarded, and if you're a little off, it can 

grab you.  

 

Q.  Playing a course like that in championship conditions, even two rounds coming 

into an event like this, the first major of the year which are in championship 

conditions.  Does that help a little bit for guys like you?  

 

BERNHARD LANGER:  Well, it will tell.  I don't think it's going to hurt.  Obviously it shows 

you where your game is at and where you need to improve when you play really hard 

conditions because every little thing shows up magnified.  And we saw some of the scores 
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that some of the guys shot on the weekend; even the leaders, they shot close to 80.  You 

don't see that in a regular golf tournament usually, but it's that type of golf course.   

 

But Greystone here is definitely a major caliber venue and it asks of everything.  You've got 

to drive it well, hit good second shots.  These greens are very undulated, pretty fast, so 

similar thing.  You really have to play well.  

 

Q.  I was going to ask you, is there one particular part of a player's game that this 

course demands for those who haven't seen this course or played this course?  

 

BERNHARD LANGER:  No, it's just everything.  I mean, first of all, you've got to drive it well 

because if you hit it in the rough and the bunkers, you're already playing defensive from 

there and you can't be as aggressive as you would love to be.  So driving is important, and if 

you drive it in the fairway, then you have some chances to attack the pins.  But there's a lot 

of trouble out here, a lot of water, there's lots of bunkers, certainly trees and very undulated 

greens, so if you hit it in the wrong place, you're going to see some three-putts. 
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